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Rozalle Thomas (Chairperson)

The Bette Midler song, From a Distance, feels like an apt title 
for this report covering the past year. 

Our financial year, 1 March 2020 – 28 February 2021, took 
us through the COVID-19 pandemic which of course meant 
navigating several lock downs. The pandemic forced us to 
make a fundamental shift in the delivery of our programs, 
to ensure that we reached those who needed our help 
the most even if it meant through virtual workshops and 
counselling sessions. 

Coincidentally, in our vision planning three years ago we had plotted down the exploration 
and execution of virtual learning in our 2020 roadmap so although the concept and thinking 
around how we would do this was not completely new, we had never done it. But here we 
stand, and our statistics speak for themselves.

We were able to directly counsel and train 744 children and adults. Of course, this does not 
consider those that were helped by the child and youth care workers we trained. Our tiny 
team stood resolute throughout the pandemic and did not back down from the task at hand 
because of the size of their hearts and passion, to change the trajectory of children’s lives for 
the better.

Our financials show a good performance with an overall surplus at the end of the year. Given 
the additional expenses the organisation had to incur to make our programmes and teams 
sustainable from a distance this is a remarkable achievement. I am proud of what we were 
able to achieve given the circumstances we faced.

To our donors and partnerships, it was your support that enabled us to reach these people, 
to make a difference in their lives. We appreciate the investment that you are making and are 
privileged that you trust us to be the hands and feet of your funding. 

In closing, I want to acknowledge Deborah Diedericks. Deborah built Khululeka to be the 
organisation that stands before you today. It is because of her nature that we are authentic, 
true to our core offering and vision and resilient in the face of adversity. Deborah has found 
an amazing opportunity and left Khululeka at the end of April 2021. We wish her everything 
of the best and know that she will remain a friend of Khululeka going forward. I want to give 
a special thank you to Lira Greeff who very capably stepped in as interim Director and kept 
everything stable not only through Deborah’s departure but also through an additional 
lockdown. 

I would like to welcome Wendy Lessing who joins Khululeka as the new Executive Director. 
Wendy, we look forward to working with you and partnering with you as your Board, to 
ensure that Khululeka has everything it needs to flourish as we continue our journey to 
innovate and recreate while remaining authentic and true to our vision. 

FROM A DISTANCE

Khululeka’s Vision is a South Africa where every grieving child and 
adolescent has access to support and opportunities for 

healing to improve the trajectory of their lives.
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FAREWELL KHULULEKA 

Deborah R Diedericks (Former Director)

Writing for Khululeka whilst not being part of Khululeka 
is quite a novel experience. I have been at Khululeka for 
exactly 11 years to the day. It was my first real leadership and 
management position and Khululeka and I have shaped each 
other philosophically, emotionally and intellectually in ways 
that would be impossible to fully quantify.

I think that the best way to express it would be to write a list 
of names, Khululeka people past and present, that is if it were 
possible to magically communicate the wealth, depth and 
scope of relationships, learning and meaning that each name signifies.

I have experienced that where there is a synergy between one and one, the sum is so much 
more than two. Khululeka is a lot more than the sum of its individual parts. It has touched 
countless lives. It has gently and courageously made space for conversations about loved 
ones who are no more. It rings with the voices of multitudes of children saying, I love you 
mommy… goggo… brother…, and I still miss you, but I am ok now.

Holiday programme – before the reality of social distancing, masks and COVID-19 (2017)

“It’s time to say goodbye, but I think goodbyes are sad and I’d much 
rather say hello. Hello to a new adventure.”

Ernie Harwell
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OUR UNEXPECTED JOURNEY

Lira Greeff – Programme Manager

We all expected that things would change during the 
pandemic, but we never expected to be taken on a journey that 
forced us to drastically change the way we deliver our services. 

Our journey took us on unfamiliar paths where we had to 
learn different ways to engage with our beneficiaries, redesign 
our programmes to allow for virtual services and take on the 
additional challenge of regularly holding the emotions of our 
own team while they dealt with their own personal losses. Even though the unknown was 
intimidating at times, we never lost focus. Our team showed courage, determination and 
a willingness to sacrifice for those that need us. We found that we not only dealt with the 
traumatic loss of loved ones that had passed, but many of our beneficiaries struggled with 
the anticipated loss of their loved ones. 

The wind beneath our wings
With the support of our new donors, Beyond Zero and the National Development Agency 
(NDA), as well as existing donor, NACOSA, we were able to expand the Abangane programme 
to other provinces. We trained 103 individuals from 12 different organisations providing 
social services. Of these participants 35 also attended the supervisor’s training and indicated 
that they felt better equipped to monitor and supervise the implementation of Abangane 
support groups by their staff. 

We established a new partnership with the City of Cape Town and continued our relationship 
with the Western Cape Department of Social Development facilitating training for 145 
individuals from 48 community-based organisations on how to appropriately recognise and 
support grieving children. Through our mentoring programme we were able to reach 74 of 
the trained individuals.

With the support of the DG Murray Trust, we facilitated much needed Emotional Wellbeing 
training to 27 Foster moms from Home from Home.

Without the support of the National 
Lotteries Commission’s COVID-19 Relief 
Fund, in addition to their grant for this 
financial year, and the King Baudouin 
Foundation we wouldn’t have been able 
to adapt our programme so quickly. 
EMpower provided 30 tablets and 
software for the use of our teen girls 
in grief support groups at a time that 
schools were closed, and we could not 
physically have access to the girls. We 
also needed to upgrade staff laptops, 
given the new demands of working 
online and at home. Support for this was 
provided by NLC Relief Fund.

The Khu Kids Team: Zodwa Mabusela (Khu Kids 
Coordinator), Lira Greeff (Programme Manager) 
and Zanele Banisa (Facilitator and Counsellor)
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Continued support from EMpower allowed us to facilitate four successful Abangane support 
groups for a total of 61 adolescent girls from both Primary and High schools. Feedback from 
their educators and caregivers has been extremely positive. 
We managed to get 38 of these girls together for a reunion in December to specifically look 
at how they have benefitted from our Abangane support group programme. 

The programme for the day included facilitating 6 focus groups from which the following 
themes emerged (the table indicates the number of groups that mentioned them). 

Theme Frequency %

More positive mindset and outlook for the future 3 50%

More respect or others and less judgement 3 50%

Sharing feelings with someone who is trusted 3 50%

Less anger and letting go of negative emotions 3 50%

Improved self-esteem and confidence 2 33%

Healthier habits 2 33%

Expressing feelings through journals or reading 1 17%

Improved social support 1 17%

Improved understanding of one’s own feelings 1 17%

With the support from EMpower we were able to successfully develop and pilot our 
Abangane programme for younger adolescent girls (9–12-year-olds) at two new partner 
schools, Lwazi Primary and St. Mary’s Primary school. Their support also allowed us to 
continue developing our M&E tools and systems and to adapt these tools for the younger 
group. 

The funding from the Western Cape Department of Social Development has allowed us to 
facilitate seven child abuse prevention/life skills programmes during the year where we 
reached 286 children. Our Holiday programme, for 38 adolescent girls was held in December 
2020 where we were able to facilitate healthy conversations with adolescent girls around 
the changes they have experienced after multiple losses and help them to explore healthy 
coping strategies. 

Despite COVID restrictions, and with the support of our partners, our team was also able to 
reach 84 children with 170 counselling sessions.

I am extremely proud of what we were able to achieve during this year. Without our team’s 
commitment to doing the heart work we would not have been able to achieve what we did 
this year. 
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NEW GRIEF AND OLD LOSSES 

Zodwa Mabusela (Khululeka Kids Coordinator)

Last year we had to change the way we do our work. Our 
support groups had to be facilitated virtually, which brought 
many challenges. Many of our girls did not have access to 
smart phones which supported WhatsApp. Those that did, 
struggled with data. We were privileged to be able to load 
data and airtime for the clients, thanks to our funder who 
supports our Abangane Support Groups. Small groups were 
facilitated to make sure that every child was heard and could 
benefit from the programme

Towards the end of the year, we were able to go back to our clients and render our services 
in person when the lockdown regulations were eased. It was great to go back to how we 
used to do things, which is the most effective way in making sure our clients’ needs are 
met satisfactorily. The schools were also excited to have us back, which stemmed from the 
increased number of children who experienced grief and loss because of the pandemic. This 
also meant an increased workload for us as an organisation which did not guarantee that all 
clients’ needs could be met in time as we have our resources are limited. However, we tried 
our best within these limited resources to reach out to those we could as far as possible. I 
would say the highlights would be being able to do the support groups face to face again, as 
this encouraged better participation from the clients. We, however, experienced some lows 
as well, as we could not bring our groups together as we used to because of the staggered 
school attendance schedule for learners as per the Department of Education’s requirement.

Programmes start with mindfulnes excercises. Participants deliberately pay attention to thoughts 
and sensations.  This allows the participant to be fully present, relax and be ready to engage with 
the topics presented.  
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SHARING LOSS AND HEALING TOGETHER 

Violetta Roziers (Facilitator)

It has been a great honour and privilege for me to facilitate 
the training and mentoring sessions, during what has been a 
challenging prolonged Coronavirus lockdown period. It has 
been particularly heartening to be afforded the opportunity 
to offer a supportive service to the dedicated and passionate 
individuals who attended the Khululeka training. 

Individual loss, collective healing
During the training sessions participants demonstrated an eagerness to learn new skills 
with an openness to explore their own grief and growth processes as individuals. Witnessing 
supervisors bravely leading by example by being vulnerable and willing to share their 
challenges encountered along their personal growth journey was heart-warming. This, in 
turn, gave their subordinates the courage and the space to share and learn from their peers. 
Facilitating was a joy and a continued learning experience for us as facilitators. 

Stepping out of our comfort zone
The extended COVID lockdown has forced us to step out of our comfort zones, as we learned 
to adapt our skills with technological devices and embrace virtual platforms. We had to 
be more active in our supportive roles towards mentees during the individual telephonic 
mentoring interactions with them. In terms of the on-site or face-to-face engagements, we 
have adjusted the course activities to adhere to COVID protocols. 

Locked down but not out 
In April and May 2020, we commenced the second phase of the Abangane training in the 
form of telephonic mentoring. Each of the 34 participants were called individually to explain 
the purpose and intention of the process and to verify their commitment to the process. 
Three 90-minute conversations were scheduled for each of the twelve organisations. This was 
challenging but we managed to accommodate everyone. The participants were grateful for 
the opportunity to have a safe and nurturing space created by the conference calls, especially 
as the initial ‘hard’ lockdown was a daunting and scary time for most of us. Participants were 
grouped within their respective organisations and depending on the number within the 
organisation, some were paired with participants from another organisation. The process of 
reflecting and sharing was extremely powerful as several participants had experienced the 
death of a loved one during lockdown. The lockdown regulations and specifically the social 
distancing restrictions limited participants from attending the funeral of their loved ones. 
These measures prohibited many family members from being able to give their loved ones a 
proper ‘send-off,’ something regarded as an important sacred ritual for both the fallen loved 
one and the surviving wider community of close family, extended family, neighbours, friends, 
colleagues and acquaintances. Participants indicated that although these abridged farewells 
were very painful for them, the space provided through the mentoring sessions allowed 
them to acknowledge and address their own stress and aggrieved feelings. 

Staying in touch
Even though participants could not run group sessions or have physical interactions with 
their adolescent clients, it was obvious that much effort was made to maintain contact with 
their clients via WhatsApp or in person during the distribution of food parcels. In our sessions 
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we explored how they could use the resources in the current curriculum in a creative way to 
reach who ever needed their services. In addition to the telephone conversations, WhatsApp 
groups for each organisation were created to share the resources used during group 
conversations.

No curtailing this curriculum
We managed to start the HIVSA Abangane Second Phase training sessions via Zoom and as 
the lockdown alert level restrictions eased continued with physical training sessions. The 
organisations who managed to hire venues ensured that all the COVID-19 protocols were 
adhered to. Although organisations still encountered challenges, they found the training 
sessions immensely helpful in aiding them to rethink their current strategies and plan 
better. The training includes in-depth reflection on the implementation of the Abangane 
curriculum, specifically looking at the preparation, procedure to follow and the facilitation 
of the curriculum. This allowed for positive affirmation and discussion about what has been 
challenging and how to address it. During feedback sessions, peer learning and discussions 
about why certain aspects of the group process did not work, were encouraged while 
participants shared how things could be done differently. This was mutually beneficial as 
they could learn from other organisations how to address similar challenges and realised that 
they were not alone in their struggles. 

Peer learning and support is an important part of our training programme.

Mindfulness matters more
During the training sessions participants indicated that they enjoyed and appreciated the 
Mindfulness component of the training and that they have been practicing Mindfulness 
in their own lives since they were introduced to it. The reminder to practice self-care and 
the importance of self-care was regarded as an important insight, including the power of 
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) as an effective tool and resource. Despite the impact of 
their personal losses and individual consequences of the pandemic, many participants were 
grateful that they had the training to fall back on. Their experience and knowledge gained 
equipped them to deal with their own grief and they are now more capable of supporting 
their clients, their family, friends and colleagues. 
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I am grateful to be a part of the Khululeka team and appreciate the depth and energy 
each facilitator contributed to making these training experiences unique and authentic 
in enriching so many others, as they in turn implement what they have gained from the 
Khululeka training sessions.

ABANGANE GIRLS’ Stories 
Celeste’s *story
Two years ago, we worked with a family that tragically lost their dad in a car accident. He was 
walking with his older children and holding the younger one when a driver lost control of 
their car. Just before the car hit him, the dad was able to push his kids out of the way. They 
witnessed the incident and felt that dad’s last act was to save his kids.

Imagine the shock when our counsellor was contacted to assist the same family again. This 
time because they had tragically lost their mum in a shack fire. We immediately went out 
to see what we could do to support and help the family. We found the children were left 
with nothing. Our team mobilised our support network and we were able to gather clothes, 
toiletries and money for a food voucher for the family. The children were so relieved to see 
a familiar face and immediately knew that they could talk to this lady who had helped them 
when their dad passed away. The aunt, who they are now living with, was extremely grateful 
that we were not only focusing on the mental health of the kids, but also looking at ways for 
us to practically help them. 

Photo by Sixteen Miles Out on Unsplash

“She was no longer wrestling with the grief but could sit down with it as 
a lasting companion and make it a sharer in her thoughts.”

George Eliot
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Noxolo’s* story 
Noxolo attended an Abangane support group a while back. She felt comfortable and safe 
and appreciated the opportunity to talk about her own loss. Sometime after the group 
ended, she started to feel very anxious. The pressures from school and the lockdown during 
the pandemic made her feel so alone. Even though she thought about ending her life, the 
things she learned in groups sessions where never far from her mind. 

Support group beneficiaries from Rosmead Central Primary School, with their Principal 
(Mrs. R. Tono-Nazo)

One of the things she learned was the importance of having someone in your life to talk to. 
She remembered that she was challenged, as part of home practice, to find one person to 
talk to when she felt sad. That is what she did. She spoke up. Somehow, through all this pain, 
the concerned family remembered the friendly and helpful Abangane facilitator and what 
she had taught Noxolo. Without hesitation they contacted the facilitator and reached out 
to find additional support for her. Noxolo learned that she does not have to face challenges 
alone and that it is ok to ask for help

*Pseudonyms throughout

"One of the things she learned was the importance of having 
someone in your life to talk to.”
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FINANCIAL REPORT 

Mohamed Zayne Nabbee (Treasurer) 

Coming off the back of one of the most challenging years, 
perhaps in modern human history, and more so from an economic 
perspective, Khululeka managed to effectively pivot its execution 
to deal with the change in circumstances remarkably well. The team 
rallied together both from a management and operational point of 
view and this is clearly reflected in the numbers.

The year proved to be, financially speaking, one of the best for 
Khululeka. Income has improved 18% year on year, including a 43% 
increase in grant income. With the effective management of expenses and income we saw a 
remarkable 710% increase in the accumulated surplus which shows that even in tough times 
key fundamental principles applied well regarding financial management can and will show 
positive results. The accumulated funds balance increased by 184% when compared to the 
previous year, mostly due to an increase of 180% of the cumulative cash balance growing 
from R380k to R1M+. Another notable increase was the deferred income balance growing by 
246%, which effectively means Khululeka is already guaranteed R910k worth of income for 
the following year. A remarkable feat with or without the circumstances that the COVID-19 
pandemic presented. 

Off the back of last year’s report, it is a privilege to present these numbers. I would like to 
thank the team as all these positive numbers are merely a reflection of their hard work and 
dedication to the overall mission and vision of this truly special organisation. I look forward to 
what the future holds.

AN ENDING AND A BEGINNING

Tracey Saunders (Finance Manager)

Joining an organisation in the final month of the financial year can 
be a daunting prospect. When I started working at Khululeka on the 
1st of February 2021 however, I quickly realised that there was no 
reason to be daunted. Alison Bohlmann, my predecessor had run 
a well-oiled machine at Khululeka for the past four and half years 
and picking up a very functional system has been a pleasure. I am 
continually impressed by the systems and diligence in compiling 
funder reports. I look forward to the new year where I will have 
the opportunity to introduce some new systems which reflect our 
current mode of providing support.

Working with a new team can be challenging and working during a pandemic, where face-
to-face gatherings are few and far between has made it more so. It does however ensure that 
each time we meet each other IRL we make maximum use of the time.

I feel honoured to work with Khululeka, especially at this time of global mourning which 
has had such a profound effect on children, knowing that the training and services that we 
provide are essential. 
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Khululeka would like to thank auditors RSM South Africa Inc for this 
year’s audit!

AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

KHULULEKA GRIEF SUPPORT –
AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION 28 FEBRUARY 2021 
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INCOME AND EXPENSES

Khululeka receives income from government grants, training fees, international and local 
donors and trusts and foundations.

Government grants
Khululeka received support from all three tiers of Government in the past year. Nationally, 
the National Development Agency supported us for the first time in 2020. The Western Cape 
Provincial Department of Social Development continued their funding which began in 2006 
to train and mentor CBOs. Additional funds were provided to facilitate grief support groups 
for at risk children and teens. The City of Cape Town’s funding also allowed us to train in 
several areas in the Metros.

International Donors
EMpower funded all the Abangane support groups for the year as well as the development 
of our M&E tools. The King Baudouin Foundation supported Khululeka to train child sector 
NPO staff and volunteers in the recognition and support of bereaved and at-risk children and 
teens. 

Local Donors
The DG Murray Trust funded Abangane training for non-profit organisations in Cape Town. 
The National Lotteries Commission supported Khululeka across all our programmes. 

Training Fees
Training and workshops were facilitated for social workers, paraprofessionals and community 
workers from Beyond Zero, HIVSA, NACOSA, and Home from Home.

INCOME SOURCES 2020/2021

WHERE THE MONEY COMES FROM
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EXPENDITURE 2020/2021

INCOME AND EXPENSES

Khululeka would like to thank publishers Future Managers for layout 
and printing of this AGM Report and for all their support in printing 
and design throughout the year! 

FutureManagers

Khululeka’s programmatic expenditure was spent almost equally across Adult Training & 
Mentoring Programmes and the Children’s Programmes.

Adult programmes include training social workers, lay counsellors and the staff of 
community-based organisations and large NGOs on the Abangane programme and 
bereavement support. Children’s programmes include all the direct services delivered to 
children and teens. 

Overhead costs include office rental, telecommunications, accounting and audit fees, bank 
charges, computer expenses and depreciation. Additional costs were incurred on PPE for 
the office and for training and facilitation venues. Remote working resulted in an increase in 
telecommunications costs.

WHERE THE MONEY GOES

INCOME SOURCES 2021
Government Grants
International Donors
Local Donors
Training income
Other income 

Please feel free to adjust these colours to complement the design aesthetic 

EXPENDITURE 2021
Adult Training Programmes
Children's Programmes
Overhead Costs

WHERE THE MONEY COMES FROM

Government Grants

International Donors

Local Donors

Training income

Other income

Adult Training Programmes

Children's Programmes

Overhead Costs
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There is very little literature on the practicalities of helping children express and manage 
their grief and loss, specifically in the South African context. We have therefore published our 
own quality training material and make available two storybooks – to assist South African 
childcare workers, and help South African children to work through and express their hurts 
and losses.  These publications are currently available in print.

The KHU KIT
The KHU KIT is an excellent resource to help those caring for bereaved children to 
help them understand grief and loss, and to provide support to children. The KHU KIT 
provides a comprehensive overview of the impact of age and developmental stage 
on understand and processing grief, with tips on appropriate and helpful responses. 
It focuses on how to plan and facilitate a grief and loss support group for bereaved 
children offering a range of activities and stories to help facilitate particular topics 
and emotions.

Abangane Grief Support Curriculum
The Abangane Grief Support Curriculum is a detailed support group curriculum 
specifically aimed at teen girls who had experienced the death of someone 
important. It incorporates a limited number of activities in each session (providing 
more time for discussion and deeper reflection), and a comprehensive use of 
cognitive behavioural therapy. Abangane is an evidence-based programme with 
demonstrated effectiveness in improving adolescent’s mental health.

Someone I Love Died
Someone I Love Died is a collection of stories of young people from 
Africa. It provides insight into the circumstances of some children’s 
lives, their experiences and feelings associated with death and the 
rituals followed. It is helpful to use the stories to create a dialogue 
about death and bereavement with young people. It is available in 
English, Afrikaans, isiZulu, isiXhosa and Sesotho.

I am not alone
I am not alone is a storybook, about children and loss. It is 
a valuable tool to help younger children to overcome grief 
and loss. This storybook is accompanied by a workbook. 
The idea is that children draw pictures expressing their 
own situations and feelings as the story of I am not alone 
progresses. 

Worry Muncher
The WORRY MUNCHER! An exciting therapeutic soft toy that helps children verbalise 
their thoughts and worries. This is a fantastic tool both for parents and therapists:
• to build relationship and attachment
• to help children develop the ability and habit of verbalising what worries them
• to help parents/therapists understand what is worrying the child.

PRACTICAL 
RESOURCES

PRACTICAL 
RESOURCES

KHULULEKA RESOURCES

PRACTICAL 
RESOURCES
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